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EXPLORING NARRATIVES

When listening, watching and/or viewing to stories, think about:

• What forms can stories take?

• What can we learn about people/society from stories?

• How can stories be used to create/influence change?





NARRATIVE has been used to describe a meaningful story that influences the way the world around us is
perceived. It is used to express values and emotions, is usually related to a nation state or a specific cultural area,
and is subject to change over time. In this sense, narratives are not random stories, but established narratives that
are given legitimacy.
Well-known examples are the myth "From rags to riches"and the call for the race to the moon, which united
powerful forces in the USA and rallied the nation behind an idea. The determining element behind a narrative is
not so much the truth of the story, but a commonly shared image with strong appeal.

Simplified, DISCOURSE means the understanding of reality that is expressed by language. The rules of discourse
define what can be said, what should be said, what may not be said and by whom it may be said, when it may be
said and in what form (for example, only in the form of a scientific statement).
The so-called "discursive practice" is composed of language (the discourse) and non-linguistic aspects (for example
political institutions or architecture). Discourses thus generates and structures the reality of a society.

The IMAGINARY is the set of values, institutions, laws, and symbols through which people imagine their social
whole. It is common to the members of a particular social group and the corresponding society.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_(ethics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_group


EXPLORING STORYTELLING (REVIEW)

What forms can stories 
take?

What can we learn from 
stories?

How can stories help to 
create change?

Does the form of the story 
influence its content?

Have story forms changed 
over the years?

Does culture influence 
story form?

What do stories tell 
us about people?

What do stories tell us 
about society?

How are they different 
from other sources of 

information?

What is the value of 
the knowledge in stories?

What techniques or 
methods can we use to 
help knowledge from 

stories be used to 
create change?



EXPLORING 
STORYTELLIN
G (REVIEW)





FINDING AND GATHERING STORIES: PRACTICAL TASK

In small groups, you will explore an existing source where you can find 
digital stories or a technique you can use to gather digital stories. 

STORY BANKS AND 
SOURCES

STORYTELLING 
TECHNIQUES

There are many online platforms where you 
can find digital stories, such as:
• Social media platforms
• News websites
• Story banks/depositories/archives 

There are also many techniques you can use to 
gather digital stories, such as:
• Photo/image-based stories
• Interviews
• Personal monologues



• Work in small groups – please find 
places where you (or your students) 
usually find stories in your country and 
language



FINDING AND 
GATHERING STORIES

“What did we learn?”
How could the 
technique or 
source be 
useful for story 
curation? Why?

What do we 
know now that 
we didn’t know 
before?

What types of stories 
could we find/gather 
through these 
sources and 
techniques?

What did you find 
interesting or 
challenging about 
these sources or 
techniques? 

What is the content 
of stories found or 
gathered through 
these sources and 
techniques?
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